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Parking, tuition
to be key topics
at WKU Regents’
Friday meeting
BY SHELBY ROGERS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Friday’s Board of Regents quarterly
meeting will feature approving university spending, tuition and fees and
include an appearance by the Council
on Postsecondary Education President Bob King.
Proposed tuition increases for undergraduate students raise tuition by
almost $200 per semester, from $4,570
in 2015 to $4,741 for 2016.
Out-of-state undergraduates will experience a $390 increase per semester,
from $11,676 to $12,066 in the next
year.
Faculty Regent Barbara Burch said
several action items should warrant
discussion among the board.
“I’d be very surprised if there wasn’t
more discussion about tuition and
fees schedule,” she said. “I would
think that since we’re going to have a
guest at this meeting, the CPE president, I’m sure there will be discussion
about budget and funding models for
the future.”
The Board is also set to approve the
Student Government Association’s
resolution for a $30 student fee for a
new parking structure. The additional
fee means students will now pay $380
per semester in mandatory student
fees.
Originally approved in early March,
the $30 fee would subsidize a $10 million parking structure on Creason Lot.
The agenda noted the new fee will
have a “sunset clause,” meaning the
university will stop charging the $30
fee upon completion of the lot.
The agenda also includes approving
seven new academic programs, ranging from graduate certificates to a new
Bachelor of Science in civil, electrical
and mechanical engineering.
“I think we’ve got some creative new
certificate and minor programs coming up at this time,” Burch said. “Those
are always good to see.”
Four faculty members are up for
emeritus status, having worked at
WKU for at least 10 years and created
“distinguished records of achievement and service at the university.”

SEE REGENTS PAGE A3

WHAT YOU SHOULD
BE READING TODAY

» Drag Show: HRL hosting
drag show in DSU over the
weekend B1

» Softball: The Lady
Toppers sit atop the C-USA's
East Division and are
preparing for post-season
play B6

@wkuherald

TREASURE Hunt
GIScience Club celebrates Earth Day

BY ANDREW HENDERSON

given a set of coordinates, which they

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

follow to discover an item hidden in

For Geography and Geology instructor Kevin Cary, treasure hunting is
more than a pirate’s goal.
Cary and the WKU Center for Geographic Information Science (GIS)
Club created their own Earth Day adventure—geocaching.
“Geocaching is basically taking
something that is work related and

a container—called a cache. People

discovered treasure.

“It’s basically like an Easter egg
hunt,” he said.

often take the treasure hidden inside

Koerner said geocaching is part of

and replace it with another item for

the emerging GIS field. He said there

others to discover.

are multiple companies that have GIS

Keith Koerner, Louisville senior and
secretary for GIScience Club, said
geocaching is more accessible now
that people have access to geographic
coordinates with cell phones.

making it fun related, and it can actu-

Koerner said he was first introduced

ally be used as an educational compo-

to it when he was fishing with his

nent,” Cary said.

wife one day and saw people walk-

Cary explained the process involved

ing around with their phones, finding

with geocaching. He said people are

something and reacting as they had

departments dedicated to placing

their buildings in very specific, deliberate places. He sees geocaching as

part of the GIS field to be highly enjoyable.
“I don’t see how anybody can’t think

that’s fun, using a $1,300 piece of

equipment to find something,” Koerner said.
The event, however, was not exact-

SEE GEOCACHING PAGE A3

New temporary lot coming to Russellville Rd.
BY SHELBY ROGERS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The university is looking to purchase
property off-campus for a temporary
lot while the Creason parking lot expansion is completed.
The purchase, located at 1840 Russellville Road, will be finalized at Friday’s Board of Regents quarterly meeting, and could add an additional 125
to 150 off-campus parking spots for
students.
Estimated total cost for the project
is $375,000, which includes construction of the parking lot, bus stop area
and lighting, according to the Board of
Regents agenda.
Final purchasing costs are estimated

FOLLOW US

wkuherald

Elizabeth Cason, of Owensboro, Andrew Gibbs, of Bowling Green and Taylor Fry, of Cynthiana, learn how to use the Trimble
device on Wednesday. David Siskin, a mapping and GIS specialist from Louisville, teaches the WKU students how to use the
device before they navigate around campus to find clues to another location. After finding the final location, they receive a
raffle ticket in hopes to win a prize. ASHLEY COOPER/HERALD

@wkuherald

SEE PARKING PAGE A3
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Why
Student Publications?

" Through my
work i get to
discover my
talents."
LUKE FRANKE
Photographer for thE
college heights heralD

S
S

tudent Publications is home to the College Heights Herald and Talisman. The Office of
Student Publications provides students with valuable hands-on experience. Positions

in writing, photography, design, sales, marketing, multimedia and copy editing develop
skills that give students a competitive edge when entering the workplace. Students from all
departments and majors are a part of our team. We are accepting applications until April
28. Pick one up at the Adams-Whitaker Student Publications building across from Mass
Media & Technology Hall.
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WKU hosting gubernatorial debate next week
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
WKU will serve as the battleground for three politicians
vying to be Kentucky’s next
governor.
The Republican Kentucky
gubernatorial debate takes
place Tuesday inside Downing Student Union auditorium
at 7 p.m. Matt Bevin, James
Comer and Hal Heiner will try
to convince Republican voters
to vote for them in the May 19
primaries. The fourth Republican candidate, Will T. Scott,
will not be in attendance.
Americans for Prosperity Kentucky, the National Review and
the WKU political science department are hosting the event.

Scott Lasley, associate
professor of political science and the Warren County chair for the Republican
Party, said WKU was picked
because of a combination of
factors, including practicality and significance of the
location.
“You can make the argument
that Bowling Green is the political capitol of the Commonwealth,” he said.
Bowling Green has several
connections to both state and
national politics. Sen. Rand
Paul (R), who recently announced his candidacy for
presidency, practiced ophthalmology and lived in Bowling
Green. Jody Richards, a member of the Kentucky House of
Representatives, lives in Bowl-

ing Green and was a former
Speaker of the House for Kentucky.
Lasley said there are many
topics that could be discussed
during the debate, including
coal, jobs and education.
Bowling Green senior Zachary
Imel, chairman of the WKU College Republicans, said he hopes
education is discussed, as he
believes Kentucky education
needs revamping, especially at
the high school level.
“I really do think it’s important that we provide the
best education system in the
country so that Kentucky can
become a leader in the United
States,” he said.
Saundra Ardrey, head of the
political science department,
said the debate will allow the

campus community to make
an informed political decision.
“This is another opportunity
for students to understand
where the candidates stand in
the gubernatorial race on the
Republican side,” she said.
The candidates have a variety of political backgrounds.
Comer currently serves as
Kentucky’s Agriculture Commissioner. Bevin serves as
president for the Bevin Brothers Manufacturing company
and ran against Mitch McConnell for the U.S. senate last
year during the primaries. Hal
Heiner is a former councilman
from Louisville and ran for
mayor of the city in 2010.
Lasley said debates allow for
the community to learn more

about candidates, but that debates themselves may be overemphasized.
“Most of the problems that
are faced in the state are not
answered in one to two minute sound bites,” he said.
Imel said it was “extremely
important” for students to get
involved in the political process.
“Because if not, we’re just
killing ourselves,” he said.
“We have no say. It’s just other
people making the decisions
for us. And to me, that’s just
not good for the youth of Kentucky and especially the youth
of America.”
Doors open at 5:30 p.m. and
admission is free. As of press
time, Ardrey said more than
400 people had asked for tickets.

Student voice program concludes first semester at WKU
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Students had the opportunity this semester to participate in WKU’s first intergroup dialogue program, Voices of
Discovery. Over a six-week span, students discussed topics relating to sexuality, race, religion and gender identity.
Sasha Ross, coordinator for Bemis
Lawrence Hall, launched the dialogue
program in February. Ross also served as
a facilitator for the sexuality group. The
program’s closing and last group met on
April 8. She said it can be tricky to speak
about matters relating to personal identities, but had the expectations for students to come in with open minds.
“Our best expectation was just that

PARKING
Continued from FRONT
at $340,000 plus closing costs, and a
contract has already been secured.
Brad Wheeler, assistant vice president of resources management, helped
with finalizing the acquisition.
“I think it’ll be a good long-term location for campus and for students, and
provide needed assistance,” he said.
“We want to provide parking and address student needs, and this lot is one
of the ways we address that.”

REGENTS
Continued from FRONT
Ric Keaster, of education, Bart White,
of journalism and broadcasting, Mitzi
Groom, of music and Barry Brunson,
of mathematics, are qualified to be recommended for appointment.
“There are a lot of items that are
just purely enjoyable when you

GEOCACHING
Continued from FRONT

ly the same as regular geocaching,
according to Elizabeth Goble, Battle
Creek, Michigan senior and member
of the GIScience club.
She said while participants still relied
on GPS units, they were given a booklet
with riddles that led them to different
locations. Participants were awarded
tickets the more riddles they answered
correctly which increased their odds of
winning a prize.

we would have some good dialogue
and some challenging dialogue and I
think that was met,” Ross said.
Students take a test regarding their
feelings on diversity before and after
the program. The tests aided Ross in
tracking where students began and
where they felt in the end about the
program and if it impacted them.
“Overwhelmingly we’re getting people saying, ‘I enjoyed the group, I got
something out of it,’” she said.
Dan Rosner, coordinator for Hugh Poland Hall, served as a co-facilitator for the
gender identity group. He said roughly
half of the gender group were students
from the United Arab Emirates. Having
them discuss their views on gender with
the U.S. students was influential.

“They were looking more for that
exposure and were inquisitive about
what it was like to see gender from different perspectives,” Rosner said.
He said seeing students passionate
about different areas within gender
exceeded his expectations. While the
snow from earlier in the semester negatively affected the time of the groups,
Rosner said he received positive feedback from his group, and about the
overall program.
“How (students) expected to be treated, what privilege looks like between
men and women and what their experiences were like I think was a large
takeaway for me,” he said.
Radcliff native and freshman Taneka
Russell said she found the program to

be “pretty awesome.” Russell took part
in the sexual identity group. She said
her expectations of the group were for
everyone to be open and honest.
“Everybody is not the same, and we
all come from a different background.
We all have different beliefs, different
opinions,” Russell said.
Russell said she’s considered serving as
a facilitator the next time the program
is held. She said her facilitators were
“spot on”, and the only thing she would
change is to make the program longer.
Ross is due to present the data gathered from the program to Housing
and Residence Life, Institute for Citizenship and Social Responsibility and
Richard Miller, vice provost and chief
diversity officer, in the coming weeks.

A Parking and Transportation survey
from October 2014 indicated 45 percent of students surveyed suggested
Russellville and Morgantown roads
as places for off-campus or “satellite”
parking.
Chief Facilities Officer Bryan Russell said his department conducted a
short analysis about the property, but
the 1.3 acres haven’t been engineered
formally yet. He said there could be
room for more than the 125 estimated
lots.
The agenda noted that construction

of a new parking structure at Creason
would “in the short-term” decrease
available parking spots.
Wheeler called the lot an “investment” for WKU.
“It can provide parking for those displaced by events on campus by bringing a bus route from there into the
main line while a parking lot is built to
supply that parking,” he said.
The university already budgeted and
allocated the funds for the lot’s purchase, Wheeler said. The money came
from PTS’s operating budget and carry-

forward funding, and it doesn’t include
the $30 fee proposed and approved by
the Student Government Administration.
The Russellville property comes after the university announced plans to
create a new parking structure over
the preexisting Creason lot, which currently serves as an “all permits zone,”
according to PTS.
Friday’s Board meeting will also include Board approval of the SGA’s $30
fee to pay for the Creason lot parking
structure.

get to celebrate honoring people,”
Burch said.
Overall, Burch said she looks forward
to Friday’s meeting.
“The Board of Regents meeting is really a significant one,” she said. “It’s the
university’s governing board and everything they have on the agenda is of
importance and value in shaping this
institution.”

“We just want them to have a little
bit of an appreciation for geography
and GPS units and to have some fun,”
Goble said.
Bowling Green freshman Andrew
Gibbs participated in the event as part
of an assignment for his Geography
216 class. He said he’s gone geocaching
in the past and found the experience
to be enjoyable. He also said geocaching is a good way to familiarize himself
with the material being taught in his
class.
“I guess it’s just a good way to get fa-

CRIME REPORTS

• Radcliff sophomore Nicholas Reif reported on Tuesday property
stolen from his vehicle that was parked in the Creason Lot. The estimated value of the stolen property was $75.
• Police arrested Bowling Green freshman Saif Shaalan on Tuesday on
College Heights Boulevard on a bench warrant for failure to appear.
• Ingleside, Illinois freshman Jacob Gilich reported on Monday his Mac
laptop, a clear Spec case and a soft black case stolen from room 146
in the Fine Arts Center. The estimated value of the stolen property
was $1,264.

miliar with GIS and all of that other different stuff,” Gibbs said.
Selva Calderon, a senior from Peru,
said the event was her first time geocaching. She enjoyed figuring out the
riddles and navigating using the GPS
apparatus. Calderon is also in the GIS
minor and said she is looking towards
obtaining certification in GIS. Participating in the event allowed her fieldwork and experience for her GIS studies.
“GIS takes anything that can be described with coordinates and makes

a graphical representation of it, it’s
pretty much like modern cartography,”
Calderon said.
Cary said the Hilltopper GIScience
club started in the fall of last year, so
it is still relatively new. Goble said
the geocaching event also served as
a way to attract students to join the
club.
“We want more people to get more
involved in geography and mapping
and to learn about what we do in
the Geoscience department,” Goble
said.
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Spring is finally here.
Although making its appearance a little late this
year, it brought plenty
of rain, a little warmth,
MORGAN beautiful landscapes
PROFUMO and a tremendous
amount of pollen.
A 2012 study done
Checking Up:
by
the Asthma and
Conscious
Allergy
Foundation of
choices for
America found Loubetter living
isville a city residing
122 miles north of
Bowling Green, to be
the worst city in the United States for
people suffering with allergies. A previous study found that in 2011 the top
two cities that had worse than average
pollen counts were Knoxville, topping
the chart, and Louisville, coming in a
close second. The median sore regarding pollen averages to about 300 grains
per cubic meter of air. Both Knoxville
and Louisville greatly exceeded this
average.
Bowling Green, although surrounded with places that top the charts, has
allergy concerns of its own. According
to The Weather Channel, this week
alone we are expected to see “very
high” pollen counts and it doesn’t look
like they will be settling anytime soon.
Megan Johnson, a sophomore at

WKU, is from Louisvilleand has experienced first hand exactly how bad allergies can get.
“I’ve lived in the Ohio River Valley for
almost my entire life. I can tell a significant difference in how bad my allergies are if I am in Bowling Green versus Louisville,” she said. “In Bowling
Green they aren’t as bad, but as soon
as I go home, even for just a weekend, I
can feel immediate sinus pressure. My
eyes get itchy and I have a consistent
headache until I’m back in Bowling
Green. It’s crazy because you don’t realize how bad your allergies are until
you go to a place that actually allows
you to breathe.”
In order to understand why the pollen counts are so high, we must first
understand the basics. The National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Disease (NIAID) states that all plants
produce pollen grains. Pollen grains
are the only way that plants can undergo fertilization, thus they need to
be moved from one plant to the next
by either insects or wind.
The pollen grains that rely on wind
come from plants that do not have
flowers such as trees and grasses. These
types of pollen are the ones that cause
our allergies. Areas with high amounts
of pollen producing trees, such as Oak,
Beech, Cottonwood and many more,
will have higher pollen activity.
If you live in places with high
amounts of pollen, like Kentucky, it is
hard to avoid it. When you breathe in,

COMMENTARY

Old conditions
for animals
in Logan Co.
unacceptable
OPINION@
WKUHERALD.COM

pollen enters through your nasal and
throat passages where you are then exposed to it internally.
According to the American College
of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology
(ACAAI), if you are allergic to pollen,
you will experience things such as runny nose, sneezing, itchy throat, hives,
itchy eyelids, coughing and/or trouble
breathing.
“I’ve been to the doctor so many
times for my allergies and they always
give me the same thing—some sort of
allergy medication that is stronger that
the over the counter stuff. Usually, I
take ibuprofen to help calm my head
a little bit and I personally have found
that Allegra-D helps relieve some of
the sinus pressure,” Johnson said.
In order to take steps to limit your
contact with pollen, the ACAAI advises
that you try to cut down on outdoor
activity when pollen counts are high,
and replace your air filters in your car
and in your air conditioner. You may
even want to move to a new area if
allergies prove too difficult to handle
here, as pollen counts differ across the
United States. If your allergy symptoms are extreme and you are unable
to find a happy medium, you should
contact a doctor.
Although pollen grains are too small
individually to see with the naked eye,
next time you open your door to a yellow fog, you will know exactly what’s
coming. Spring has just sprung, and unfortunately, so has the pollen invasion.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Corruption starting in SGA
When I joined SGA as a freshman, I was
thrilled to be part of something more. I could
make a difference. I could be the change I
wanted to see on campus. I thought that I
was part of something that could help all students. Sadly, this isn’t the case after the precedent that has started after this past session
of SGA. SGA Organizational Aid (Org Aid) is a
part of the budget that has direct impact on
JODY
students. Up to $500 of funding for one acaDAHMER demic year can be given to each organization
through the Organizational Aid Committee.
The Administrative Vice President together with Senators review each case and decide on the amount to give. There are
by-laws in place that govern this and the necessary forms are
easily located on the SGA website.
Organizations meet with this committee outside of Senate and the reports are then forwarded and voted on in a very
concise timely manner. After all, each organization had been
vetted by members of the committee. Deadlines are set at the
end of the semester to make sure that these bills are given the
necessary time for WKU to clear the tax ID and write the check
to the organization.
Disregarding these areas, SGA senators wrote and passed a
bill on behalf of a student organization allowing for $500 monetary reimbursement to come directly out of SGA Senate Discretionary Funding instead of submitting a new application at
the beginning of next fall. This was due to a lack of quorum in
Org Aid on the last meeting of this 2015-16 school year and all
parties wanted a timely reimbursement of their travels. This
Discretionary Funding is a source that is primarily used for
department aid (e.g. New speakers for Dance Department, allocation for new equipment for Agriculture Department) and
things that could help the entire student body such as security
cameras.
I harbor no ill will towards the student group that received
the money and wish this to be known. My real concern is
that circumventing established rules in order to pay students
sooner sets a dangerous example that will now be exploited
for the foreseeable future. Now, any organization of the more

than 100 student groups registered—even if they have already
received funding—can now petition individual Senators to
write bills allocating funding to their organizations. This is not
transparent and is not what I signed up to do. Org Aid was a
neutral committee that vetted each and every candidate no
matter what it was they were representing with an unlimited
amount of funding.
With this precedent, individual senators can now promise
to allocate money to student groups in exchange for votes.
Any organization who has goals and viewpoints different
than Senators will never get a chance to be heard for this extra
funding. This precedent allows for groups that have access to
Senators to have almost unlimited opportunities to receive aid
and takes up time in SGA as we debate and go through each
group. All the while there is already a transparent committee
set up for this exact purpose that Senators are now choosing
to ignore.
Honestly, this is corrupt. This is something that needs to be
addressed as quickly as possible to avoid potential ramifications. However, before the window closes, I would like to help
as many organizations as possible before we fix these changes. If you are in a student organization and need funding for
whatever purpose you see fit, please contact me at sgaloophole@gmail.com . I will write a bill and present it to SGA on
your behalf next Tuesday at 5:00 before we end our meetings
two weeks from now. It can be for any purpose and any monetary amount under $1,000. Feel free to come out to speak
about your bill if you are able!
I am doing this to show SGA and its Senators the error they
have caused, help as many organizations and departments
as I can and above all else showcase this in as broad a light as
possible. The purpose of Org Aid is to look at these groups objectively and concisely to see if the student groups are meriting
the money. There is a process, there are deadlines, and above
all else there is transparency. I pray that we can return to our
by-laws and not make such a mistake again while there is still
time.
Sincerely,

Jody Dahmer, SGA Senator
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Adopting a puppy is
supposed to be happy
time. Adopting any animal should leave you with
the feeling of relief and
KATHERINE overall empowerment.
Adopting a puppy from
SPROLES
the Logan County Humane Society last July left
me feeling disgusted.
I was desperate to adopt a puppy and
searched for a small dog breed that would
adapt easily to living in an apartment. I researched and contacted several shelters.
Logan County told me they had a litter of
Chihuahua mixes, and I was thrilled.
My excitement waned as I pulled up
to the shelter. Dogs were chained outside to cars, trees, the sides of buildings
and anywhere else you could imagine. I
couldn’t take a step without a barking dog
struggling to jump on me. The smell of
urine made me gag as I explored the dogs
housed in kennels on the bottom floor of
what seemed to be a dilapidated house.
As I ventured into the office upstairs, I
was shocked to walk through a swarm of
flies. Finally I was shown a small room that
housed more than a dozen cats roaming
around on tables, desks and chairs.
As I stepped further in, my shoes stuck
to the floor, with every step spreading feces and dirt into a “kennel” of puppies.
Five 3-month-old puppies barked and
jumped and ran to my attention. The
“kennel” was a makeshift home of cardboard and duct tape. While the dogs were
clean, they roamed around in their own
urine and feces.
I picked up my dog, Lucy, paid for her
and vowed to never come back.
I don’t regret adopting Lucy, but the experience I had in Logan County never sat
well with me, and it became apparent the
effects that the poor conditions had on
her temperament and behavior. Training
Lucy, who was used to peeing wherever
she pleased, was a nightmare.
Within days of bringing her home she
became aggressive with strangers, fearful
of new experiences and to this day doesn’t
respond well to other animals near her
food.
Hundreds of dollars, months of training
and countless tears later I have a loving,
well-behaved dog. I cannot say that the
disgusting conditions directly lead to her
bad behavior, but I can imagine what a
clean, well-maintained and structured
environment would have done for her
development.
On April 14, the director of the Logan
County Humane Society resigned and
two of the shelters board members were
removed, according to a story in the Bowling Green Daily News. An investigation
from the Daily News and the threat of a
lawsuit spurred changes in the organization, which can be seen in videos posted
on the Logan County Humane Society
Facebook page.
These videos show clean kennels, sanitary supplies and increased vet supplies.
Partnerships have been created with
the Bowling Green Humane Society and
RePets Animal Rescue. Under new leadership, adoption drives and updated animal
listings on petfinder.com have reduced
the number of dogs in the shelter. A video tour of the shelter shows dogs finally
clean, free to roam, healthy and happy.
How can a shelter go on for so long
without any consequence for their animal negligence? A big part of it is people
like me who see the conditions, feel their
stomach sink with sickness at the sight
and then never do anything about it.
If you would like to help the Logan
County Human Society with their transformation, their Facebook page is constantly posting opportunities to volunteer, photos of adoptable dogs and
supplies needed. RePets Animal Rescue,
who is spearheading the improvements,
also has instructions on their website for
how to best help the shelter at repetsanimalrescue.com.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

FOR SALE
BUY-SELL-TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also: Comics, CDs, Toys, CCGs, RPGs, more!
The Great Escape Records & Comics
2945 Scottsville Rd. (Near Greenwood Mall)
615-782-8092

HELP WANTED
News/Talk 93 WKCT (AM 930) has an immediate
opening for a part-time reporter/anchor. Position would
also assist in producing afternoon talk show. Good communication and writing skills necessary. Call Chad at
(270) 781-2121.

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

SUDOKU
ACROSS
1 Hackneyed
6 Work out ahead
of time
10 Lily of France
garment
13 Prepared
potatoes, as for
hash browns
14 Boxcar hopper
15 Campus
courtyard
16 Unnamed news
supplier
19 ID theft target
20 Used a bench
21 Injector for
severe allergic
reactions
22 Slice opposite,
in golf
24 Snappy dresser
26 Actress
Aniston, in
tabloids
27 Automatic
setting for
highway driving
33 Nabokov
nymphet
35 Cold draft
server
36 Weed whacker
37 Wipe off the
board
38 Tidal retreat
39 Take control of
41 Rm. coolers
42 Lao Tzu’s
“path”
43 Puts a gloss on,
as shoes
44 Christmas
display
48 Country singer

McGraw
49 Jamaican music
50 Annual spelling
bee airer
53 Understood by
only a few
56 Portfolio part,
briefly
58 Exceedingly
59 Conforms, or
what each last
word of 16-, 27and 44-Across
literally does
63 Seatback airline
feature
64 Otherworldly
glow
65 Actress
Zellweger
66 “The
Fountainhead”
author Rand
67 Blue books?
68 Pretty pitchers
DOWN
1 Dumpster fill
2 Classic Unilever
laundry soap
3 Religious rebel
4 Bowling pin
count
5 Frozen custard
brand
6 Instagram
uploads
7 Soul singer
Rawls
8 Crunched
muscles
9 Bit of cosmetic
surgery
10 Dinner table
faux pas

11 Kentucky
Derby, e.g.
12 Yemen’s Gulf
of __
15 One of five in
a maternity ward
delivery
17 Criminal group
18 Ready for
business
23 Singer
Kristofferson
25 Auto parts
chain
28 Sport-__: offroad vehicle
29 Chicago
ballplayer
30 Fake diamond
31 Move like
honey
32 Dregs
33 Low in fat
34 Aquatic
predator

38 Grab a bite
39 “__ Loves
You”: Beatles
40 One, in
Dresden
42 “Used to be ...
“
43 Frighten
45 Sicily’s country
46 Sicily’s wine
47 Headgear on
the slopes
51 Strength
52 Botanical
connecting points
53 Mennen lotion
54 One of the
Gilmore girls
55 Kilted family
57 Land measure
60 Total amount
61 Capote
nickname
62 Opposite of fast
fwd.

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD
SOLUTION
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Keepin'
it
clean
PHOTOS BY:

Luke Franke

TOP: Anthony Steiner, 19, of Bowling Green, along with several other WKU students prepares a garden bed for planting in the backyard
of the WKU Office of Sustainability during the Earth Day Garden
Party on Wednesday. The party was sponsored by Project Grow and
the Student Government Association.
LEFT: Alexis Corbin, 20, of Lawrenceburg, Kentucky, takes a break
from planting in the backyard of the WKU Office of Sustainability
during the Earth Day Garden Party Wednesday April 22.
BELOW RIGHT: An earthworm emerges in the backyard of the
WKU Office of Sustainability during the Earth Day Garden Party on
Wednesday.
BOTTOM: WKU grad student Beth McGrew helps direct volunteer
efforts during during the Earth Day Garden Party, Wednesday, at the
Office of Sustainability.
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A RULE of
THUMB

HRL to host
Parking and Transportation
director embraces ‘green thumb’ drag show
BY JESSICA VOORHEES
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

W

hen Jennifer Tougas,
director
and

of

Parking

ing to a sustainable food network,"

James Manco's daughter Madonna

she said. "We’re a small part of the big-

Manco May, who is a full-time non-

ger picture of food security, and that’s

traditional senior at WKU and student

pretty important."

worker in the Sustainability Office,

Transportation

Services, is not tending to parking
space losses and parking structure
possibilities, she tends to fresh crops
at a local family-owned farm.
Tougas began helping at R&M Farms,

Tougas said she connected with the
farm through family friends.
She works evenings and weekends
to cultivate the herbs and crops, and
she also helps set up and sell the prod-

works on the farm as well.
Manco May said Tougas is a huge help,
especially with her degree in biology.
"When you have a farm, you need
help," she said. "[Tougas] has really
taken off with reading up on things

a mostly organic farm owned by James

ucts on Saturdays at the Community

Manco in Albany four years ago. Tougas

Farmers Market on Nashville Road.

said the little farm is part of a huge na-

She said she’s able to invest more time

James Manco said he grew up on a

tional trend.

there in the summer when she works

farm, but began farming full time in

"As a local farmer, we’re contribut-

and helping us produce more things
for our farm."

SEE THUMB PAGE B3

less hours at WKU.

Jennifer Tougas, parking and transportation director at WKU, waters a straw bale garden in her backyard Tuesday. The straw bale is
used as compost material. When she adds water and nitrogen it is called blood meal and helps the decomposition process of the
straw. Later in the season, Tougas will need to add phosphorous and potassium. In her backyard there is also a hugel and a raise bed.
"I've enjoyed gardening," said Tougas. She contributes to Richards and Manco Farm (R&M) whenever she can find time to help out.
ERICA LAFSER/HERALD

BY ANDREW HENDERSON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
Housing and Residence Life is opening up the stage this weekend to let
students strut their stuff to the beats
of modern music.
HRL will be hosting an on-campus
drag show on Saturday. Blair Jensen,
assistant director for HRL, said the decision to host a drag show was purely
for fun. Jensen reached out to the
WKU community to find interested
students and students answered the
call.
“The response was overwhelming.
We had a great group of students respond,” she said.
Auditions were held and 10 students
are set to perform in the show. Jensen said she sees the drag show as a
great opportunity to educate students
about the history of drag, drag culture
and how it impacts gender identity
and gender expression.
“We are reaching out to a portion of
our student population and campus
community to show support and to
provide an outlet for them to express
themselves,” she said.
Before the drag show, students will

SEE DRAG SHOW PAGE B3

BG EATS

Cambridge Market’s appeal lies in the menu
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

JOHN
GREER
BG EATS:
Weekly guide
to the BG
restaurant
scene

While Cambridge Market & Cafe
might not be well known to many
students on campus, it does very
brisk business by catering to an
older crowd. The appeal seems to
lie in the classic menu, which consists mostly of the conventional
sandwiches and home-style sides,
and the traditional delicatessen atmosphere.
Lunch hour at Cambridge Market is energetic. Scrambling employees yell out orders that ring
above the constant hum of animated conversation and perpetual
motion. The ample interior space
ensures that finding a table won’t
be too difficult.
The food attracts traditional
tastes. Sandwiches include a country ham, the traditional club and
chicken salad. Most of the sides
consist of minimally prepared vegetables such as green beans and
corn, or popular southern accom-

paniments like mashed potatoes
and macaroni and cheese. Daily
specials are also displayed at the
counter.
One such classic choice was the
Reuben, which arrived in a small,
dense package. The meat may have
been tender and piled high, but the
flavor was too mild to make any
impact. Nor did the Swiss cheese,
sauerkraut or Russian dressing really resonate. It was serviceable,
but there are better versions elsewhere.
Slightly less conventional was
the Ole Smokey, a roast beef and
pastrami sandwich on an onion
roll topped with smoked cheddar, raw red onion, pickles and
a coat of sweet barbecue sauce.
None of the elements seemed
first-rate, but they provide
enough sweet and smoky complexity in each bite to make it
worth consideration. The roasted

At Cambridge Market and Cafe, the classic Reuben and Ole Smokey roast beef
speciality sandwiches are served with one side each. Tuesday's special, hashbrown casserole, is a cheesy and crispy potato mixture, while the potato salad
is overwhelmed by a bland, thick dressing. Cambridge Market is located at 830
Fairview Avenue in Bowling Green. LEANORA BENKATO/HERALD

SEE BG EATS PAGE B3

Java. Black Gold. Jitter Juice.
Rocket Fuel. Coffee.
Whatever you call it, we are giving it out for free.
April 30th in DSU we are giving out free Starbucks coffee to lucky participants of this years Best of the Hill competition.
If you voted, check your email to see if you are a winner!
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TOP TEN
REASONS TO WORK ON OUR ADVERTISING STAFF
10.
9.

Unlimited earning potential that fits in your schedule.
apply what you have learned in class and gain real world experience before you
graduate.

8.

Stand out above THE JOB MArket competition with an actual job in your potential
field of work.

7.
6.
5.

apply the knowledge you're learning in class in a real world setting.

4.
3.

obtain references other than from part-time job in retail or restaurant positions.

2.
1.

set your own hours.

improve skills and build the techniques that will help in any career path.
valuable networking contacts, alumni of the herald are now working for
businesses like chicago time out, disney and agencies like starcom mediavest group.

Learn what it's like to work in a business where your work counts toward the
bottom line.

bottom line, working for the herald will improve your chance of obtaining a job
after graduation.

WKUHERALD.COM
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‘Bob: A Life in Five Acts’ delivers message with comedy
BY SAMANTHA WRIGHT
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
On Monday night, the Gordon Wilson Lab Theatre buzzed with conversation and laughter as students waited
for the performance to start.
“Bob: A Life in Five Acts”, written by
Peter Sinn Nachtrieb and presented
by special arrangement with the Dramatists Play service, was Monday’s entertainment, and the almost-full room
indicated that plenty of people were
excited to see it.
The play opened with four people
dressed in black standing at the four
corners of the stage. They introduced
the start of each act and set the scene:
a White Castle in Louisville where Bob,
the hero of the story, was to be born and
subsequently abandoned. This bizarre
genesis set the stage for the rest of the
show.
Bob (played by freshman Graham
Luker) is adopted by the White Castle
employee who finds him, and they
go on a road trip across America. The
story progresses through members of

THUMB
Continued from LIFE
1999 when he retired from his other job.
Manco May said her family decided
to begin farming to teach the practice
to her kids, who are now 11 and 19
years old.
"When my dad inherited the farm
from our grandparents, my dad wanted the grandkids to learn to farm," she
said. "We were doing it to teach my
kids how to be able to grow and make
it on their own if something ever did
happen."
Tougas said local farming is important, because it is necessary for our nation to have a diverse food network in

DRAG SHOW
Continued from LIFE
have also had the opportunity to attend the fifth annual gender and
communication conference, Gender
Crossroads: Intersectionalities of You.
Jensen said she thought the drag
show would be a good end to the
conference, as a majority of that day
will have been spent talking about
the intertwining of gender identities
and how it relates to communication.
Jarred Johnson, junior from Somerset, will be one of the students performing in the show. Johnson said
while he’s had no prior drag experience
he is more than ready to try this experience.
“I started watching RuPaul's Drag
Race over winter break and toyed with

BG EATS

Continued from LIFE

onion sweetness of the roll particularly
pulled it together nicely.
As for the sides, the hash brown
casserole and potato salad provide
a similarly uneven impression. The
unabashedly cheesy nature of the
casserole was in full force. Certainly no surprises here, but it was well
done.
The potato salad made a worse impact. The natural tanginess and astrin-

the Chorus, a throwback to the ancient
narration styles of Greek plays. The adventure is staged by having Luker, and
Sarah Hall (who plays Chorus 1) sitting
on top of a rolling crate pushed around
by other members of the Chorus, on
a stage painted to look like a map of
America.
Bob’s adopted mother eventually
dies, and he ends up living at a rest
stop until he is 18, where he meets all
sorts of interesting people, all played
by the four members of the Chorus.
Asya Hildenbrand, a freshman from
Jasper, Indiana, said she liked the play’s
different structure.
“I liked the use of the ensemble the
best, and how they all played a differ-

ent character and worked together,”
she said.
Eventually, Bob leaves his rest stop
and sets off on another road trip across
America with the goal of becoming a
“great man.”
With each new adventure and character Bob met, the audience exploded
into laughter.
Lexington senior Eric Mattingly, the
director of the show, attended Monday
night’s performance and said the performance was incredible.
“The audience was having a blast
watching this show, and the actors on
stage were enjoying themselves so much
it radiated all night,” he said via email.
Another aspect of the play was the

dance between each act, centered on an
ideal or emotion like love, performed by
a member of the Chorus,.
Eli Furlong, a freshman from Bowling
Green, said the play never let up.
“It had a really good flow. there was
no awkward moment where I didn’t
feel entertained,” he said.
Over the course of his trip, Bob meets
different people and becomes a bitter
millionaire. He meets his birth mother,
who also dies, but not before making
him realize that he never truly accomplished his goal of becoming a great
man.
The Chorus stepped forward and
continued the story, telling of all the
stories that people had about Bob.
Ethan Corder, the member of the Chorus who played Bob’s butler while he
was a millionaire, stepped forward and
finished the story, telling how Bob finally became happy while living on a
beach in Mexico.
The play closes with the Chorus stepping forward as one to give Bob a hug,
speaking the one thing it took Bob a lifetime to realize: “You are not alone.”

case of a disaster.
She used the current drought in California, where much of the nation's
food is produced, as an example.
"If we have all our eggs in one basket,
we're in trouble," she said.
Tougas said local food networks also
help support the local economy and
provide fresher produce to its members.
She said it's rewarding when customers return to the Community Farmers
Market and rave about the food they
purchased.
"It's great customers appreciate the
fresh, quality food being offered," she
said.
Manco May said R&M Farms sells

products exclusively through farmers
markets and private orders facilitated
by good word-of-mouth reviews.
She said the farm has sold at SKY Farmers Market for 10 years and the Community Farmers Market for three years.
However, she said the weather this
spring proved an obstacle for all the
members of the markets.
"The weather has been a hindrance
for all the farmers lately," she said. "It's
just too wet to till the ground."
Tougas said April is also early in the
growing season, so the farm is currently selling only vegetable plants,
herbs and flowers. She said as the season progresses, they will produce an
assortment of vegetables including

peas, garlic, onions, spinach, squash,
zucchini, potatoes, green beans and
peppers.
Manco May said the “sweat and the
labor" involved with owning a small
family farm is a hardship.
"It's difficult to be on your knees day
in and day out," she said.
She said despite the physical difficulty, it's ultimately rewarding to hear the
positive remarks of customers about
her products.
In contrast, James Manco finds joy in
the hard work.
"It's rewarding just working at the
farm with the vegetables," he said. "It's
amazing to see the produce off just a
small half-acre of land," he said.

the idea of trying for myself,” Johnson
said in an email. “The event was my
impetus.”
Johnson said as a gay male, he’s already breaking the normative ideals of
what it means to be male. As an artist
who enjoys dancing and performing,
he sees the drag show as a natural step.
He will be lip-sync “You Know You
Like It” by AlunaGeorge and DJ Snake.
“I don’t think a lot of people think
about the idea of drag being an art
form, but I absolutely think it is,” Johnson said.
Amira Bryant, senior from Killeen,
Texas, will be one of the performers in
the show. Bryant said her hall director texted her about performing in the
show, as the hall director knew Bryant
had prior drag experience.
“She was like, ‘HRL is thinking about
putting on a show and we wanted to

know if you were interested. It would
be really awesome if you could help
out,’ and I was like, ‘hell yeah, I’d love
to help out,’” Bryant said.
Bryant said during her freshman
year, a friend of her’s persuaded her
into doing drag. Bryant said she would
shave her head and wear wigs, so it was
easy to pull off looking like a boy. She
said pulling off the look of being a male
is like a whole other form of entertainment.
“It’s like you joke around about genders switching up, I don’t know, but
then to like actually perform it, impress
other people around you and entertain
other people around you can be really
fun. It can be a lot of fun,” she said.
Bryant will be performing “Cake” by
Trey Songz. She said it’s a very sexual,
sensual song, and it should be interesting to perform to it. She hopes with

this being HRL’s first drag show it receives praise and success.
“I think it’s going to be really fun. I
hope it’s a great turnout since it’s going
to be their first show,” Bryant said.
Jensen said the drag show is meant to
be a kind of social activity that will also
show support for those identifying as
LGBTQIA and provide a safe environment for self-expression. She said the
show doesn’t serve to change anyone’s
view point, but rather open up more
discussion.
“I’m hoping that kind of an outcome
of the drag show will be that students
are more comfortable engaging in dialogue about gender issues and gender
expression,” Jensen said.
The WKU Drag Show will be at 8 p.m.
on the third floor of Downing Student
Union. The event is free and open to
the public.

The audience was having a blast watching this show,
and the actors on stage were enjoying themselves so
much it radiated all night.”
Eric Mattingly, Director of the show

gency of the mayonnaise and (what appeared to be) roughly chopped onion
were rendered impotent by an overbearing sweetness more reminiscent of
a sugary coleslaw rather than a potato
salad.
The constant clamor at lunch hour
invites the expectation that Cambridge
Market & Cafe serves some pretty superb dishes. In my experience, they
were serviceable, but fairly uninteresting. Perhaps next time I’ll ask the regulars for a recommendation.
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PREVIEW
Continued from sports
we’re going to go in there and compete,” said Tudor prior to the game.
“You know we have to be ready for one
of the best pitchers that’s out there.
She took it to the World Series last year.
She’s a high quality pitcher.”
WKU faced their fifth top-25 opponent this season in the game against
the Wildcats
Prior to the Wednesday match up, the
Wildcats (13-7, 8-3) had won 10 of their
last 11 meetings and were on a seven-win streak. The Lady Tops haven’t
pulled a victory against the Wildcats
since 2007.
The game against the Wildcats had
not ended as of press time.
Many Lady Toppers are on hitting
streaks, including Dani Pugh, Larissa
Franklin and Preslie Cruce. Pugh recently knocked her third grand slam of

the season in the game against FIU last
weekend, sending WKU to a victory of
11-0 in just five innings.
Franklin is on a nine-game hit streak,
while Cruce has made it to the base 10
games in a row.
Franklin has racked up 13 hits, eight
runs, five RBI and five walks to total her
at a .448 average. Cruce has hit .296 with
eight hits, six walks and two hit by pitches.
Coming up for the rest of the season,
after this weekend, are just four more
games before WKU softball travels to
the C-USA Tournament in Miami.
WKU will finish out the season with
away games including one non-conference game against Louisville on
April 29 and then another C-USA series
the following weekend.
The last games before the tournament will be played against Middle
Tennessee in Murfreesboro in a doubleheader on May 2 and their last regular season game on May 3.

WKU redshirt freshman Harrison Scanlon is waved home by third base coach Brendan Dougherty against Southern Miss at Nick Denes Field, April 11. NICK WAGNER/
HERALD

BASEBALL
Continued from sports

On Demand

“You have got to be excited as a competitor, this week, to have this opportunity,” Coach Myers said. “It’s going to
require every single one of us to get the
job done.”
The Hilltoppers will face a Rice team
that is sound in all areas of the game.
The Owls currently have eight players
batting over .296 along with a combined team ERA of 3.52.
Two players WKU must contain in
the series are Rice senior catcher John
Clay Reeves and junior pitcher Austin
Orewiler.
Reeves is one of the conference’s top
hitters as the catcher currently fields a
.347 batting average along with a team
high seven home runs and a Conference-USA leading 45 RBI’s. On the
mound, Orewiler is 5-0 on the season
with a 2.37 ERA and 49 strikeouts.
However, the Owls will have their

hands full with the Hilltoppers as junior outfielder Anderson Miller and
sophomore second baseman Leiff
Clarkson are playing some of the best
baseball of their careers.
Recently named the C-USA Hitter
of the Week, Miller proved to be a significant reason behind WKU's four-win
week as he batted 7-for-17 (.412) with
nine RBI, four walks, three home runs, a
stolen base and six runs scored. He also
slugged 1.000 and reached base 11 times.
A consistent force all season for WKU,
Clarkson currently fields a season batting average of .336, good for fourteenth in the entire conference. Like
Miller, the sophomore knows how to
get on base as well as he currently has
an on-base-percentage of .375.
“It’s an exciting week,” Coach Myers
said. “But, we aren’t going to play any
different. We are going to try and play
the way we have been playing. We had
a great week last week, so I want to try
and be consistent with that.”

Please join us for a

Carnival
WKU On Demand’s
Summer Registration Kick-oﬀ
Cotton candy, popcorn and information on
WKU On Demand summer classes!
Tuesday, April 28: 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Outside Hardin Planetarium
Wednesday, April 29: 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Centennial Mall

Wkuherald.com
FOLLOW US

Contact WKU On Demand today for more information:

(270) 745-4158 | wku.edu/ondemand
© 2015 Western Kentucky University. Printing paid from state funds, KRS 57.375
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Continued from sports
they’re not, so if we could have some
consistency in our hitting lineup it’s
going to help us win a lot more ball
games,” Tudor said.
In the field, WKU is 6-5 versus the top
50, and 1-2 against the top 10 with their
win against the No. 10 ranked team,
Tennessee. The softball team holds a
high 17-8 mark against the top 100 and
20-8 against the top 110.
WKU has not lost to an opponent below the 100-rank this season.

APRIL 23, 2015
Senior pitcher Miranda Kramer is
currently a six-time C-USA Pitcher
of the Week winner and is ranked top
three in five categories of the NCAA.
The Iowa native and transfer from
IPFW will be pitching her last C-USA
tournament. Kramer was draft-picked
sixth by National Pro Fastpitch team
Pennsylvania Rebellion.
Kramer’s ERA of .94 and the fact that
she is one of five pitchers in the nation
with an ERA below 1.00 shows that she
is one of the best pitchers in C-USA
and the nation.
Kramer will be pitching against some of

the other highest ranked pitchers in the
conference at the tournament coming up.
WKU softball has had 16 games canceled this season, putting a strain on their
goal to break the record for most season
wins at WKU. The team needs 43 wins still
to break the record. However, they could
set a program-best winning percentage.
Currently at a percentage of .771 with
a 27-8 record, they are close behind
the average of the 2013 team’s percentage of .705 at 43-18. The top three best
percentages at WKU include the 2013’s
.705, 2009’s .648 and 2002’s .627.
The Lady Toppers will be traveling

b5
throughout Kentucky and Tennessee
to play against the next three opponents in the weeks leading up to the CUSA tournament. If the Lady Toppers
win the conference tournament, they
will go on to play in the postseason.
“We have to take care of business
now. We can’t look ahead of that. We’re
hoping to play in postseason obviously. That’s what we’re working for, but
our first step is to plan for winning the
regular season Conference USA and
then our next step is to go into tournament. So, that’s where our heads are at
right now,” Tudor said.
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SPORTS

WKU senior Larissa Franklin bats during the second of two games against USM, Saturday, April 11. The Lady Toppers took on the Lady Eagles in a double header, winning
7-1 and 6-0. ANDREW LIVESAY/SPECIAL TO THE HERALD

SOFTBALL

stepping up to a

bigger plate

Lady Tops head to C-USA tournament
BY HUNTER FRINT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

he Conference USA tournament softball draws near.
The WKU softball team will start
their stint in the tournament on
May 7 in Miami.
They will travel to the home of
Florida International University,
whom the Lady Toppers recently
faced in a three-game series last
weekend. WKU took the first two
games, but FIU held out in the
last game, winning 2-1, to avoid a
series-sweep from the Lady Toppers.
This series win was their fifth

T

conference win in a row.
“Well, it’s nice to win a conference series on the road. We’re a little disappointed that we didn’t get
the sweep, which I felt we should
have, but we own the series, and
we’re still in a good place,” Head
Coach Amy Tudor said. “We just
didn’t hit our best. The pitcher did
a good job against us.”
Though the schedule and lineup
for the 2015 C-USA tournament is
yet to be announced, the competition and excitement for WKU is
escalating quickly.
“Obviously we want to go win the
conference tournament,” Tudor
said. “In our division [the compe-

tition] is Florida Atlantic and Marshall. Both are very good teams.”
WKU will play their last conference games before the tournament on May 2 and May 3 against
Middle Tennessee at an away game
in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.
The competition and season is
warming up for the Lady Toppers as
WKU moved up in the ranks to No.
31 in this week’s NCAA RPI release.
“[To be ready for the tournament] I think we just have to
maintain our consistency with
the plays, be consistent in the
circle, and when our bats are hot
they’re hot and when they’re not,

Lady Tops
prepare for
last home
game
BY HUNTER FRINT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Lady Toppers will play the Charlotte 49ers this weekend in a threegame series for their last home games
of the spring season.
A doubleheader will take place on
Saturday and the series will end with
a single game the following day. The
49ers (ranked No. 101) have won 11 of
their 17 away games played.
Expectations for this final home series are high.
“Well it’s our senior weekend, so
we’re looking to play hard for those
eight seniors and then also making
our first place position in Conference USA,” Head Coach Amy Tudor
said.
The C-USA series will be held at
the WKU Softball Complex. The first
two games will start at 1 and 3 p.m.
respectively. The third and final game
of the series will take place, Sunday at
noon.
The Lady Toppers traveled to Lexington this past Wednesday to play
an intensely competitive game
against the No. 17 Kentucky Wildcats.
“We like to think of it as a rivalry, and

SEE SOFTBALL PAGE B5
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Top-ranked Rice up next for WKU in crucial conference series

WKU sophomore Kevin Elder fires a pitch in this multiple exposure during the game on April 10 against Southern Miss at Nick Denes
Field. Elder pitched the final 3.2 innings to record his second save of the season. NICK WAGNER/HERALD

BY JOHN REECER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Hilltoppers (20-17) will
take on the Rice University
Owls (26-16) in a weekend
conference series starting on
Friday at 6 p.m. at Nick Denes
Field.
The Owls are currently third
in the conference standings
with a 14-7 record in league
play and are also ranked 17
overall in the nation in the
USA Today Coaches Poll.
“It’s an exciting week,” Head
Coach Matt Myers said. “This
is maybe the biggest week in
for a season since I have been
here on the Hill, and I’ve been
here for eight years.”
This week is extremely important for the Hilltoppers.
They only have three more
conference series left in the
season after this weekend.
Currently, WKU is in eighth
place in the conference standings with an even league record of 9-9. With only four
more conference series left, the
Hilltoppers must start making
their case for a berth in a Super
Regional this weekend.
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